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Abstract

Despite the well-known challenges of variations in throughput, delay, and packet loss over the

Internet, video streaming has experienced phenomenal growth, owing to the extensive research in

video coding and transmission. In this paper, we review several recent advances for channel-adaptive

video streaming that, we believe, will benefit the design of video streaming systems in the future.

Employed in different components of the system, these techniques have the common objective of

providing efficient, robust, scalable and low-latency streaming video. First, by allowing the client to

control the rate at which it consumes data, adaptive media playout can be used to reduce receiver

buffering and therefore average latency, and provide limited rate scalability. Secondly, rate-distortion

optimized packet scheduling, a transport technique, provides a flexible framework to determine the

best packet to send given the channel behaviors, the packets’ deadlines, their transmission histories,

the distortion reduction associated with sending each packet, and the inter-packet dependencies.

Thirdly, at the source encoder channel-adaptive packet dependency control can greatly improve

the error-resilience of streaming video and reduce latency. Finally we address the specific additional

challenges for wireless video streaming. We consider three architectures for wireless video and discuss

the utility of the reviewed techniques for each architecture.
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I. Introduction

Since the introduction of the first commercial products in 1995, Internet video

streaming has experienced phenomenal growth. Over a million hours of streaming

media contents are being produced every month and served from hundreds of thou-

sands of streaming media servers. Second only to the number-one Web browser, the

leading streaming media player has more than 250 million registered users, with more

than 200,000 new installations every day. This is happening despite the notorious

difficulties of transmitting data packets with a deadline over the Internet, due to

variability in throughput, delay and loss. It is not surprising that these challenges,

in conjunction with the commercial promise of the technology, has attracted consid-

erable research efforts, particularly directed towards efficient, robust, scalable and
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low-latency video coding and transmission [1] [2].

A streaming video system has four major components: 1. The encoder application

(often called the “producer” in commercial systems) that compresses video and audio

signals and uploads them to the media server. 2. The media server that stores the

compressed media streams and transmits them on demand, often serving hundreds

of streams simultaneously. 3. The transport mechanism that delivers media packets

from the server to the client for the best possible user experience, while sharing

network resources fairly with other users. 4. The client application that decompresses

and renders the video and audio packets and implements the interactive user controls.

For the best end-to-end performance, these components have to be designed and

optimized in concert.

The streaming video client typically employs error detection and concealment tech-

niques to mitigate the effects of lost packets [3]. Unless forced by firewalls, streaming

media systems do not rely on TCP for media transport but implement their own

application level transport mechanisms to provide the best end-to-end delivery while

adapting to the changing network conditions. Common issues include retransmission

and buffering of packets [4], generating parity check packets [5], TCP-friendly rate

control [6], and receiver-driven adaptation for multicasting [7]. New network archi-

tectures, such as DiffServ [8] and the path diversity transmission in packet networks

[9], also fall into this category. The media server can help implementing intelligent

transport mechanisms, by sending out the right packets at the right time, but the

amount of computation that it can perform for each media stream is very limited

due to the large number of streams to be served simultaneously. Most of the burden

for efficient and robust transmission is therefore on the encoder application, which

can not adapt to the varying channel conditions and must rely on the media server

for this task. Rate scalable representations are very important to allow adaptation

to varying network throughput without requiring computation at the media server.
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Multiple redundant representations are an easy way to achieve this task, and they

are widely used in commercial systems [4]. To dynamically assemble compressed

bit-streams without drift problems, S-frames [10] and, recently, SP-frames [11] have

been proposed. Embedded scalable video representations such as FGS [12] would

be more elegant for rate adaptation, but they are still considerably less efficient,

particularly at low bit-rates. Embedded scalable representations are a special case

of multiple description coding of video that can be combined advantageously with

packet path diversity [9] [13]. Finally, the source coder can trade-off some compres-

sion efficiency for higher error resilience [14]. For live encoding of streaming video,

feedback information can be employed to adapt error resiliency, yielding the notion of

channel-adaptive source coding. Such schemes have been shown to possess superior

performance [15]. For pre-compressed video stored on a media server, these channel-

adaptive source coding techniques can be effected through assembling sequences of

appropriately precomputed packets on the fly.

In our opinion, the most interesting recent advances in video streaming technology

are those that involve several system components jointly and react to the packet

loss and delay, thus performing channel-adaptive streaming. In this paper, we review

some recent advances in channel-adaptive streaming. As an example of a new receiver-

based technique, we discuss adaptive media playout in Section II, which reduces the

delay introduced by the client buffer and provides rate scalability in a small range.

We then review rate-distortion optimized packet scheduling as the most important

recent advance in transport mechanisms in Section III. An example of a channel-

adaptive encoder/server technique we discuss is the new idea of packet dependency

control to achieve very low latency as well as robustness in Section IV. All of these

techniques are applicable for wireline as well as wireless networks. Architectures

and the specific challenges arising for wireless video streaming are discussed in the

concluding Section V.
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II. Adaptive Media Playout

Adaptive Media Playout (AMP) is a new technique that can be used to reduce

latencies in streaming systems that rely on buffering at the client to protect against

random packet losses and delays. In these systems, the client buffers an amount of

data before playout begins. While the likelihood of a buffer underflow, an event which

causes media playout to halt, decreases as more data is stored, the latency experienced

by the user increases. The client must therefore trade off buffer underflow probability

and latency.

AMP, by giving the client some control over the rate at which its playout process

consumes data, allows reduced buffer sizes and latencies for a given buffer underflow

probability. With AMP, the client, without the involvement of the server, controls its

data consumption rate by varying the speed at which it plays out media. For video,

the client simply adjusts the duration that it shows each frame. For audio, the client

performs signal processing to scale the signal in time while preserving its pitch [16].

Informal subjective tests have shown that slowing the playout rate of video and audio

up to 25% is often un-noticeable, and that time-scale modification is subjectively

preferable compared to halting playout or errors due to missing data [16] [17].

The buffering latency most noticeable to the user is pre-roll delay, the time that

it takes for the buffer to fill with data and for playout to begin after the user makes

a request. In today’s commercial streaming products, these delays typically range

from 5 to 15 seconds. An AMP-enabled client can reduce pre-roll delays by beginning

playout with fewer frames of media stored in the buffer. Using slowed playout, the

client can decrease the initial consumption rate so that the buffer occupancy increases

over time. When a sufficient amount of media is buffered, playout can continue at

normal speed.

Another noticeable latency is the constant buffering delay during live streaming or

in two-way communication. By allowing both slowed and faster-than-normal playout,
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an AMP-enabled client can reduce the mean delay experienced by the user, for a given

probability of underflow. Slowed playout, used during bad channel periods to decrease

the likelihood of an underflow, causes delay to increase over time. Therefore, during

good channel periods the client must play media faster than normal to eliminate any

delay that has accumulated. We have found that fast and slow playout allows a mean

latency that is smaller than the constant delay that the user would experience in the

case of fixed playout speed, for a given probability of underflow. The application

was explored for the case of two-way voice communication in [16]. It can be easily

extended to include video.

The Markov chain analysis and simulation results shown in Figs. 1 and 2 illustrate

the latency reductions achievable with AMP. In both figures, the results are for a

model of the packet network that randomly transitions between a good and a bad

state. When the channel is in the good state, the mean number of frames that can be

delivered to the client per frame period of the media sequence is given by λG. In the

bad state, the number is given by λB. The mean durations of the good and bad states

are TG and TB. We model the durations of the channel states and frame inter-arrival

times as exponentially distributed random variables.

Fig. 1 illustrates pre-roll delay reduction with AMP. It is a plot of the required

pre-roll time for a pre-stored media clip of a given length such that the media clip

will play without interruption 99% of the time. These results are for an AMP policy

which dictates that whenever the client buffer contains fewer than 10 seconds of

media, playout frame periods will be stretched by a factor s. We see in the plot that

by allowing playout to be slowed, less pre-roll time is needed. For instance, with

slowdown factor s = 1.25, a 3.5 second pre-roll time will allow reliable streaming of

programs longer that 1000 seconds, compared to the 7 second program allowable for

the same pre-roll time without AMP.

Fig. 2 illustrates AMP’s ability to reduce the mean buffering delay during live
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streaming. The figure plots Mean Time Between Buffer Underflows (MTBBU) as a

function of mean buffering delay. In this case the AMP policy dictates that frame

periods are scaled by factor s when the number of frames in the buffer falls below

a threshold, and by factor f when the number of frames in the buffer exceeds the

threshold. In the plot we see, for example, that when s = 1.25 and f = 0.75, a mean

latency of 5.25 seconds yields an MTBBU of 25 minutes compared to an MTBBU of

10 minutes for the same delay without adaptation (s = f = 1.0).

Another application of AMP employs it as a form of rate-scalability, allowing clients

to access streams which are encoded at a higher source rate than their connections

would ordinarily allow [18].

III. R-D Optimized Packet Scheduling

The second advance that we review in this paper is a transport technique. Because

playout buffers are finite, and because there are constraints on allowable instantaneous

transmission rates, retransmission attempts for lost packets divert transmission op-

portunities from subsequent packets and reduce the amount of time that subsequent

packets have to successfully cross the channel. A streaming media system must make

decisions, therefore, that govern how it will allocate transmission resources among

packets.

Recent work of Chou et al. provides a flexible framework to allow the rate-distortion

optimized control of packet transmission [19] [20]. The system can allocate time

and bandwidth resources among packets in a way that minimizes a Lagrangian cost

function of expected rate and distortion. For example, consider a scenario in which

uniformly sized frames of media are placed in individual packets, and one packet is

transmitted per discrete transmission interval. A rate-distortion optimized streaming

system decides which packet to transmit at each opportunity based on the packets’

deadlines, their transmission histories, the channel statistics, feedback information,

the packets’ interdependencies, and the reduction in distortion yielded by each packet
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if it is successfully received and decoded.

The framework assumes that opportunities to transmit packets occur at discrete

intervals in time. At each transmission opportunity, the algorithm determines which

packets to transmit by optimizing its transmission choices for the current opportunity

jointly with a complete contingency plan for transmissions that it will make during a

horizon of future opportunities. The contingency plan is comprised of a transmission

policy πl for each packet dictating whether packet l is transmitted or not at each

transmission opportunity, contingent on feedback that is received. A transmission

policy induces an error probability, ε(πl), where an error is defined as the event that a

packet does not arrive at the receiver by the time it is needed for playout. The policy

also induces an expected number of times that the packet is transmitted, ρ(πl). The

algorithm decides how it will allocate transmissions among the set of packets under

consideration by finding the set of corresponding policies which minimize the cost

function for those packets J = D + λR, where R =
∑

l ρ(πl)Bl is the expected

rate (Bl is the size in bytes of packet l) that will be incurred, and D is the expected

reproduction distortion of the media stream, given the transmission choices contained

in the set of policies. D, the expected distortion, is given by:

D = D0 −
∑

l

∆Dl

∏

l′¹l

(1− ε(πl′)). (1)

D0 is the reproduction distortion of the group of media frames if no packets arrive,

∆Dl is the expected amount of distortion that is removed if packet l is decodable by

its deadline, and the product term
∏

l′¹l(1 − ε(πl′)) is the probability that packet l

is decodable. l′ ¹ l refers to the set of packets l′ which must be present to decode

packet l. The scheme assumes that loss probabilities for packets are independent,

and that expected distortion reductions ∆Dl can be factored independently of the

loss probabilities for individual packets.

Fig. 3 shows the rate-distortion improvement achievable for a two-layered, H.263+

SNR scalable mode encoding of the Foreman sequence, with a frame rate of 10 fps,
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a GOP consisting of one I-frame followed by 9 P-frames, a mean source rate of 32

kbps for base layer alone, and a mean source rate of 64 kbps when combined with the

enhancement layer. The results are for a channel model that assumes independent

packet losses with loss probability 20%, and independent, Γ-distributed end-to-end

delays with mean delay 50 ms. The traces in the figure plot PSNR as a function

of rate for a nominal system and a system using R-D optimization. In the nominal

system, the client requests retransmissions for packets that don’t arrive by a time

interval after they are expected, and the server transmits these requested packets

with priority as long as the requested packet may still reach the client in time for

playout. When the capacity of the channel falls below the source rate for the enhanced

stream, the nominal system sends only the base layer packets. Both the nominal and

optimized system use an initial pre-roll delay of 400 ms. In the figure, we see that by

continuously optimizing its packet transmission choices, the optimized system makes

use of the SNR and temporal scalability of the source encoding to finely tune the

source rate to the available channel capacity, giving gains of up to 2.5 dB in quality,

for this source encoding.

The framework put forth in [19] is flexible. Using the framework, optimized packet

schedules can be computed at the sender [19], the receiver [20], or the proxy-server on

the network edge [21]. The authors have also presented simplified methods to com-

pute approximately optimized policies that require low computational complexity.

Furthermore, the framework, as shown in [20], appears to be robust against simplifi-

cations to the algorithm and approximations to ∆Dl, the information characterizing

the value of individual packets with respect to reconstruction distortion. Low com-

plexity is important for server-based implementation, while robustness is important

for receiver-based implementations, where the receiver makes decisions. We have re-

cently extended Chou’s framework to include adaptive media playout, such that each

packet is optimally scheduled, along with a recommended individual playout dead-
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line. For that, the distortion measure is extended by a term that penalizes time-scale

modification and delay [22].

IV. Channel-adaptive Packet Dependency Control

Even if advanced techniques like adaptive media playout and R-D optimized packet

scheduling are used at the client side and at the transport layer, video streaming still

typically exhibits much higher latencies than that of voice transmission over the

Internet. This is due to the strong dependencies among video packets caused by

interframe prediction. If a packet containing, say, one frame is lost, the decoding

of all subsequent frames depending on the lost frame will be affected. Hence, in

commercial systems, time is allowed for several retransmissions in order to guarantee

the error-free reception of each frame, at the cost of higher latency. Advanced source

coding schemes are thus desired to reduce latency while maintaining robustness.

Packet dependency control has been recognized as a powerful tool to increase error-

robustness, and recently, to address the latency issue. Earlier work on this topic

includes long-term memory (LTM) prediction for macroblocks for increased error-

resilience [23], the reference picture selection (RPS) mode in H.263+ [24] and the

emerging H.26L standard [25], and the video redundancy coding (VRC) technique

[26]. These encoding schemes can be applied over multiple transmission channels for

path diversity to increase the error-resilience [9], [27], [28].

In our recent work [29], to increase error-resilience and eliminate the need for re-

transmission, multiple representations of certain frames are pre-stored at the stream-

ing server. A representation can be chosen in which only frames that will be received

with high probability are used as reference frames. By doing so, we dynamically

control the dependencies among packets to adapt to the varying channel conditions.

With increased error-resilience, the need for retransmission can be eliminated. Be-

cause buffering is needed only to absorb the packet delay jitter, buffering delay can

be reduced to a few hundred milliseconds.
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Due to the trade-off between error-resilience and coding efficiency, we apply Opti-

mal Picture Type Selection (OPTS) within an R-D framework, which considers video

content, channel loss probability and channel feedback (e.g., ACK, NACK, or time-

out). To code a frame, multiple attempts are made, including Intra-coding as well as

Inter-coding using different reference frames in the long-term memory. For a partic-

ular attempt, v, the associated rate Rv and expected distortion Dv are obtained to

calculate the cost through a Lagrangian formulation

Jv = Dv + λRv. (2)

Here v indicates which of the previous frames is used for prediction, where v = ∞
denotes an I-frame. To find the expected distortion in (2), a binary tree model

is employed which accounts for the channel loss rate and error propagation [29].

Note that the distortion includes both the quantization error and possible decoding

mismatch error, which is calculated at the encoder side. For the Lagrange multiplier

λ, we use λ = 5e0.1Q( 5+Q
34−Q

), which is the same as λmode in H.26L TML 8 used to select

the optimal prediction mode [25], [30], and Q is the quantization parameter used

to trade off rate and distortion. The optimal picture type is selected such that the

minimal R-D cost Jv is achieved

vopt = arg minv=1,2,...,V,∞Jv, (3)

where V is the length of the long-term memory.

This rate-distortion optimization applies to both the compression and streaming of

live and pre-encoded video. However, a major challenge for streaming pre-encoded

video is the potential mismatch due to the loss of the frame used for prediction.

This mismatch error might propagate and lead to severe degradation in performance.

Past work addressing this problem includes using S- frames [10], and SP-frames, as

proposed for H.26L [11], [25]. However, both are achieved at the cost of a significant

bit-rate increase.
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We use a layered coding structure to avoid the mismatch errors. The coding struc-

ture consists of three layers as shown in Fig. 4: 1) Layer I contains I-frames that

are spaced at intervals of TGOP , the maximum length of a Group of Picture (GOP)

which is a multiple of the long term memory length V . They serve as the lead of a

GOP. 2) Layer II contains only two types of pictures: PV-frames (P frames using

v = V ) and I-frames. They are spaced at intervals of V , and serve as the lead of

sub-GOP. Layer I and Layer II pictures are also referred to as SYNC-frames, which

are only positioned at kV , where k = 0, 1, 2, ... (a video sequence starts from 0).

The prediction dependency of SYNC-frames in a GOP is shown in Fig. 4. TGOP /V

versions of SYNC-frames in different phases are pre-stored, with the leading I-frame

starting from different positions as shown in Fig. 4. The deployment of the SYNC-

frames with multiple phases allows the server to insert an I-frame at any SYNC

position (kV ) to eliminate the mismatch error. The choice between continuing with

a PV-frame in a GOP or switching to an I-frame is determined within the OPTS

framework considering channel conditions and feedback. Once an I-frame is inserted,

it starts a new GOP. 3) Layer III pictures are those within a sub-GOP following its

lead. They can be either P-frames that use a previous frame in the same sub-GOP

as reference, or occasionally I-frames depending on the video content. This limits the

prediction dependency within a sub-GOP. Because there are TGOP /V different phases

of SYNC-frames, TGOP /V different versions of Layer III pictures must be pre-stored.

Layer III frames are pre-encoded offline based on the video content and the expected

channel condition, while SYNC-frames are dynamically assembled during delivery to

respond to the channel feedback. The sub-GOP lead determines which set of Layer

III pictures to send. Pre-stored multiple versions of the bitstreams enable mismatch-

free assembly, though achieved at the cost of extra disk storage. The layered coding

also provides temporal scalability for rate control and facilitates interactive functions

such as random access, fast-forward or fast-reverse.
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Simulation results in [29] compare the performance of 1) the proposed channel-

adaptive OPTS scheme, and 2) a simple scheme that uses normal P-frames with

periodic I-frames to combat packet loss (referred to as the P-I scheme), where TGOP /V

phases of the sequence are also pre-stored, and feedback-induced I-frame insertion at

certain positions is allowed. Fig. 5 shows the R-D performance of sending 230 frames

of Foreman sequence, respectively, at 30fps over the channels with 10% loss rate.

Modified H.26L TML 8.5 [25] is implemented. Distortion at different channel loss

rates is shown in Fig. 6 for Foreman encoded at approximately the same 200 Kbps

using different schemes. The gain in PSNR ranges from 0.5 dB to 1.6 dB, depending

on the channel loss rate.

It is observed that although no retransmission is used, good quality is still main-

tained for typical video sequences sent over lossy channels. Thus the high robustness

achievable through packet-dependency control can be used to eliminate the need for

retransmission, leading to latencies similar to those for Internet voice transmission.

V. Challenges of wireless video streaming

In our previous discussion, we have not differentiated between video streaming for

the wireline and the wireless Internet. Increasingly, the Internet is accessed from

wireless, often mobile terminals, either through wireless LAN, such as IEEE 802.11,

or 2.5G or 3G cellular networks. It is expected that in 2004, the number of mo-

bile Internet terminals will exceed the number of fixed terminals for the first time.

Wireless video streaming suffers from the same fundamental challenges due to con-

gestion and the resulting best-effort service. Packets still experience variable delay,

loss, and throughput. Channel-adaptive techniques as discussed above are important

to mitigate these problems.

The mobile radio channel, however, introduces specific additional constraints, and

many of the resulting challenges still hold interesting research problems. Fading and

shadowing in the mobile radio channel lead to additional packet losses, and hence
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TCP-style flow control often results in very poor channel utilization. Frame sizes of

wireless data services are usually much smaller than the large IP packets preferable for

video streaming, hence fragmentation is necessary. Since the loss of any one fragment

knocks out an entire IP packet, this effectively amplifies the loss rate of the wireless

link. An obvious remedy is to use ARQ for the radio link, trading off throughput and

delay for reliabilit. Most, but not all mobile data services operate in this way.

Another objection to using IP for streaming over mobile radio links concerns the

RTP/UDP/IP encapsulation overhead that can use up a significant portion of the

throughput of the expensive wireless link. Moreover, mobility management in IP is

lacking, and mobile IP protocols that employ further encapsulation might be even

more wasteful. Header compression [31], however, can very efficiently overcome this

problem and will be widely deployed in future radio systems.

Three alternative architectures for wireless video streaming are shown in Fig. 7.

The end-to-end architecture in Fig. 7 (a) preserves the Internet paradigm of stateless

routing with connection-oriented services implemented in the terminals. Channel-

adaptive streaming methods, as discussed above, would be implemented in the client

and the server only. We need to distinguish systems with ARQ on the radio link

and lossy systems. In order to solve the problem of sharing bandwidth fairly both

in the wireline and the lossy wireless links, reliable loss differentiation algorithms

(LDA) are required that can distinguish loss due to congestion and a deteriorating

wireless channel. Some promising research is underway, but the proposed techniques

are still limited [32]. ARQ in the radio link can avoid wireless losses altogether, but

reduces throughputs and increases delay. For streaming applications where delay is

not critical, radio link ARQ is superior.

Fig. 7 (b) shows an architecture with a proxy server separating the wireless and

wireline portion of the network. Instead of connecting to the back-end streaming

media server directly, the client connects to the proxy server, which in turn connects
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to the streaming media server. The proxy is responsible for pre-fetching and buffering

packets, such that they are available when the mobile client needs them. Channel-

adaptive streaming techniques can now be applied to each of the two connections

separately. The proxy server might also implement simple transcoding to reduce the

bit-rate or increase error resilience for low-delay applications.

Fig. 7 (c) shows an architecture where a gateway between the wireline and wireless

part of the network marks the territory of the Internet. For the wireless link, an

integrated wireless media protocol, tailored to the needs of wireless audio and video

transmission, is used. This integrated wireless media protocol could even be a circuit-

switched multimedia protocol stack, such as H.324M [33]. Channel-adaptive stream-

ing techniques would be used between the gateway and the streaming media server,

while packet-oriented streaming media techniques, such as dynamic packet schedul-

ing, might not be applicable to the wireless link. With H.324M, error-resilience of

the video stream is important, as is rate scalability or rate control to accommodate

variable effective throughput even on a nominally fixed-rate link. The 3G-PP con-

sortium has evolved the ITU-T recommendation H.324M into 3G-324M, which also

supports MPEG-4 video, in addition to H.263v2, for conversational services.

The streaming architecture in Fig. 7 (c) is actually being implemented by some

companies, but it appears to be a short-term solution. The segregation of the world

into wireline and wireless terminals is far too serious a drawback. Establishing and

tearing down a circuit for each video stream is cumbersome and wasteful, particularly

considering that a packet-switched always-on connection will soon be widely available

in 2.5G and 3G systems. The open architecture of IP-solutions as shown in Fig. 7

(a) and (b) will undoubtedly prevail.
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Fig. 1. Required pre-roll time as a function of program length for 99% reliability, if frame periods

are stretched by factor s whenever buffer level falls below 10 seconds of media. Channel model

parameters are λG = 1.09, λB = 0.4, TG = 20sec,and TB = 2sec.
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Fig. 4. Layered coding structure with coding restrictions. TGOP = 25, V = 5.
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